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Abstract

Systemic risk in multilateral net settlement systems is investigated using a four-period
model. The model focuses on the tradeoff between systemic risk and the cost of interbank
transfers. Banks optimize their reserve holdings at the central bank, the settlement medium,
based on a future random liquidity shock and payment system parameters such as total asset
and collateral requirements, and net debit caps. The model’s results are as follows. The
model determines the maximum number of bank defaults that can be sustained without a
stoppage in the clearance and settlement process. An interbank funds market increases the
efficiency of the payment system. The payment system operator can reduce systemic risk by
imposing asset and collateral requirements, and debit caps. The central bank can provide
sufficient liquidity to prevent a systemic collapse but may face high costs. © 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Technological advances in telecommunications and computers along with the
rapid growth of the volume and value of transactions in financial markets over the
last two decades have contributed to the explosive growth of daily interbank funds
transfers. Today, the gross value of payments cleared and settled by a major
industrialized country’s large-value funds transfer systems in a few days is equiva-
lent to the country’s annual gross domestic product.1 The sheer volume of pay-
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1 For example, the daily average on the two US large-value funds transfer systems was $2.69 trillion

for 1998. This figure is based on data from the Federal Reserve Board and the New York Clearing
House Association (1999).
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ments over the domestic large-value funds transfer systems has led policymakers to
consider various measures to reduce the probability of a stoppage of one of these
systems.

The apparatus used to transfer monetary value is the payment system. Large-
value payment systems are at the foundation of any nation’s financial system. Horii
and Summers (1994) (p. 74) explain the importance of safe and efficient large-value
payments systems: ‘‘The safe and efficient operation of large-value transfer systems
has a bearing not only on the markets they directly serve but on a nation’s whole
financial system’’.

A safe payment system minimizes the risks involved in the transfer of monetary
value. These risks are often collectively referred to as payment system risk These
risks include liquidity risk, settlement risk, and systemic risk. Liquidity risk is the
risk that a participant does not have good funds at the time of settlement but can
provide them at a later time. Settlement risk is the risk that one party to a
transaction does not deliver the underlying asset in its entirety at the specified
settlement time. Systemic risk, as defined by the Bank for International Settlements
(1992) (pA2-7), is ‘the risk that the inability of one institution to meet its
obligations when due will cause other institutions to be unable to meet their
obligations when due’.2

Although financial analysts agree that large-value payment systems should be
safe and efficient, debate continues regarding their optimal design and operation.
One major point of departure in payment system design is whether to settle
payments individually known as gross settlement or to settle the net position at the
end of some specified time known as net settlement.

Recently, major industrialized countries have been moving towards real time
gross settlement (RTGS) systems (Folkerts-Landau et al., 1996; Bank for Interna-
tional Settlements, 1997; Chakravorti, 1997b). In true RTGS systems, each pay-
ment is settled in real time with central bank reserves. All of the European Union
member countries are in the process of establishing RTGS systems (Working
Group on EU Payment Systems, 1993). Specifically, countries that have adopted
the Euro as their currency have each established a national RTGS systems that are
interlinked via the Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross settlement Express
Transfer system, TARGET (European Central Bank, 1998). In addition, the Bank
of Japan has decided to convert its designated-time settlement component of
BOJ-NET to RTGS by the end 2000.3

2 This definition of the systemic risk is broader than the definition of systemic risk in the mainstream
banking literature. In this literature, systemic risk is often defined as the failure of one or more financial
institutions, with adverse consequences to both the financial system and the economy as a whole. For a
discussion of systemic risk, see Rochet and Tirole (1996).

3 Although there is an RTGS component of BOJ-Net, most transactions are settled via designated-
time settlement. For more details, see Matsushita (1997).
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